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Abstract 

For many years, GPS spoofing has been advocated. It's been used in a variety of settings, 

from ship-based GPS spoofing to GPS spoofing on small vehicles. Spoofing assaults on the 

GPS signal are fairly common. The GPS receiver can therefore be manipulated by attackers 

to deceive users. Understanding how the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) work is 

helpful in understanding how GPS spoofing works. Every GPS satellite sends two kinds of 

signs: one scrambled for military use and the other decoded for regular citizen use. GPS has 

become a critical component of the global information infrastructure, with uses ranging from 

precision agriculture to disaster assistance. There would be two data input sources: cameras 

(in the real world) and online virtual maps. To simulate the input of real cameras, we used an 

existing panoramic image dataset in the analysis. We create multiple modules in this layer to 

handle a series of panoramic photos. Each panorama image will be used to collect textual 

information. We created the image deblurring and Scene-OCR modules to retrieve precise 

textual information. We want to develop a more efficient and lightweight system to detect 

GPS spoofing attacks in this article. From obtaining panoramic photos to monitoring GPS 

spoofing status, we evaluate the entire dataflow in the system. Existing approaches and 

countermeasures are either unsuitable for large-scale use or have a high level of uncertainty 

and inefficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Another wide region checking framework (WAMS) supporting the future lattice will have 

considerably better data and interchanges usefulness, permitting specialist co-ops to detect, 

screen, and control power streams across the network. While digital actual coordination 

works on the framework's presentation and productivity, it additionally makes it more 

powerless against digital assaults. Digital actual framework security with regards to the 

power lattice has gathered a great deal of consideration. The subject of digital protection in 

brilliant matrix networks consolidating PMUs is tended to in this exploration, which 

considers the dynamical person of the power framework. The estimations are synchronized to 

an outright time reference given by the GPS, and the PMU can record synchrophasors at a 

high examining rate. By and large, a GPS caricaturing assault includes misdirecting the GPS 

recipient by conveying misleading signs that appear to be indistinguishable from the genuine 

GPS signals, causing timing synchronization issues. A planning synchronization assault 

happens while GPS parodying brings about fake time stamps at the synchrophasors of an 

electric network utilizing PMUs (TSA). While a TSA simply alters the time stamps and does 

not affect the actual measurements, it causes the grid command centre to be confused by 
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erroneous system operating status. In the existing literature, assessing the hazard to 

synchrophasor measurements and strategies to counteract TSAs has gotten a lot of attention. 

 GPS spoofing:  

For many years, GPS spoofing has been advocated. It's been used in a variety of settings, 

from ship-based GPS spoofing to GPS spoofing on small vehicles. Spoofing assaults on the 

GPS signal are fairly common. GPS spoofing attacks can be carried out in two ways. First, 

attackers can rebroadcast GNSS signals collected at a different location or time; second, 

attackers can modify satellite signals and send them. The most frequent GPS spoofing attacks 

take over the victim's GPS receiver and use it to track the spoofing signal. The GPS receiver 

can therefore be manipulated by attackers to deceive users. Understanding how the Global 

Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) work is helpful in understanding how GPS spoofing 

works. These satellites orbit the planet and provide communication signals to our devices. 

Because these signals must travel such a long distance, they can get fatigued and feeble by 

the time they reach our equipment. GPS spoofing exploits these weak signals by simulating 

them and amplifying them to the point where they overpower or override weaker, original 

signals. This is comparable to a loud person in a conversation dominating a soft-spoken 

person. It's also relatively easy to imitate a GPS signal because most GPS signals are 

unencrypted, which means they're visible to everyone and don't require any verification 

before being sent. But how does one deceive a GPS system? A GPS spoofer or GPS spoofing 

technology, such as an application, can be used to change data or communication signals 

connected to a GPS. To accomplish so, the transmitter must be placed close to the GPS-

enabled gadget you want to spoof. It then imitates the signal, fooling the GPS receiver into 

displaying a different location. 

1.1 GPS Spoofing Modeling and Characterization 

The Worldwide Positioning System (GPS) is an administration run program that furnishes 

clients with free worldwide situating, route, and timing (PNT). The GPS framework is 

comprised of three key parts that cooperate to give PNT discoveries. The initial segment is in 

space, and it comprises of a group of stars of satellites that circle the earth in six unique 

circles. These satellites convey messages to GPS beneficiaries that incorporate the position 

and season of each satellite. The subsequent part is the control portion, which comprises of 

ground-based checking and control offices that keep the satellites in circle. At long last, there 

is the client, which is a GPS beneficiary that gets signals from satellites and works out its 3D 

position and time. Every GPS satellite communicates two sorts of signs: one encoded for 

military use and the other decoded for regular citizen use. GPS has turned into a basic part of 

the worldwide data framework, with utilizes going from accuracy farming to calamity help. 

In spite of the fact that GPS has been considered to be a security safeguard for some crucial 

applications, for example, impact evasion in surface transportation, it was not planned in 

view of wellbeing. Like the Internet, society's developing dependence on GPS has attracted 

deceitful entertainers hoping to intrude with decoded non military personnel flags that normal 
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clients depend on. GPS caricaturing compromises security by giving misleading data about 

area and timing to GPS collectors; these digital attacks are basic and reasonable. The nation 

comprehends the risks that GPS postures to our public safety. Conventional remote security 

frameworks are impossible in many GPS applications; thus current military innovation for 

regular citizen GPS is in its early stages. To make GPS-based frameworks versatile for public 

safety, a thorough investigation of GPS spoofing assaults has become a vital issue. 

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Chen Liang, Meixia Miao, Jianfeng Ma, Hongyang Yan, Qun Zhang, and Xinghua Li. 

(2020) Most existing GPS mocking identification plans are defenseless against generative 

GPS caricaturing assaults, or require extra assistant hardware and broad sign handling 

abilities, bringing about defects, for example, low constant execution and high 

correspondence upward, which are not accessible for the automated elevated vehicle (UAV, 

otherwise called drone) framework. Therefore, we present a one of a kind strategy in light of 

GPS recipient and inertial estimation unit data combination. We decide the current place of 

the robots utilizing a continuous following and ascertaining model, which is then contrasted 

with the position data got by the recipient to approve the presence or nonattendance of 

satirizing assault. The proposed approach can precisely recognize the parody in the span of 8 

seconds, with a location rate (DR) of 98.6%, as indicated by ensuing trial study. When 

contrasted with earlier methods, continuous distinguishing execution is improved while DR is 

kept up with. Indeed, even in the most dire outcome imaginable, we recognize the parody in 

something like 28 seconds after the UAV framework's launch. 

Xie, Jiahao & Meliopoulos, A.P. (2020) we propose the utilization of a semi dynamic-state 

assessor to recognize GPS ridiculing endeavors and aid the recuperation from assaults on 

power frameworks, as indicated by Jiahao Xie and A.P. Meliopoulos. The mathematical 

discoveries show that this approach is impervious to GPS parodying assaults and performs 

well even when measurement noise is present. 

M. Mosavi, Amir-Reza Baziar, and Maryam Moazedi (2017) GPS interference has 

become a national security issue due to the increased reliance of key civil infrastructure on 

the global positioning system (GPS). The need for this paper's research stems from the desire 

to reduce the difficulty of GPS-based locating. The proposed compensating method accepts 

that the presence of a satirizing sign might be resolved quickly. The wavelet change is taken 

care of the area residuals of the last genuine and new misleading signs (WT). For de-noising, 

we utilized WT. Position varieties brought about by an assault can then be recovered, and the 

assessed position of the got sign can accordingly be changed. To exhibit the idea of the 

proposition, the proposed technique was executed in a fixed programming GPS recipient as 

an initial step. A few lab and estimation informational indexes are used to validate the 

technique's performance. On the laboratory data set, interference mitigation with a tolerance 

of 3% and an average of 99.5 percent is accomplished, while perfect remuneration is 

accomplished on the estimation informational collection. The experimental outcomes uncover 
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that the proposed method incredibly further develops the obstruction opposition of common 

fixed GPS receivers. 

Der-Yeuan Yu, Aanjhan Ranganathan, Thomas Locher, Srdjan Capkun, and David 

Basin (2014) to monitor the electricity grid, power firms are deploying a slew of sensors. To 

acquire the global status of the grid, measurements at different sites must be synced in time; 

hence the business involves GPS as a typical clock source. These sensors, in any case, are 

helpless against GPS time satirizing attacks, which bring about skewed totaled estimations 

and mistaken checking, compromising power steadiness and line shortcoming possibilities. 

The power of phasor estimation sensors, which record voltages and flows, to GPS mocking 

by an assailant outer to the framework, is investigated in this work. To minimise the 

feasibility of such attacks, we suggest a system that takes advantage of the properties of many 

sensors in the power grid. We analyse strategies that allow GPS receivers to collaborate to 

detect spoofing attempts to work on the versatility of wide-region power network checking. 

We use multilateration strategies to find a counterfeit GPS signal source utilizing a gathering 

of GPS beneficiaries. We show that recipients sharing a nearby clock may dependably find 

contiguous caricaturing attackers using simulations. 

3. OBJECTIVES 

 To study GPS Spoofing Modeling and Characterization. 

 To analyze Ongoing Attack on the Driving Route and GSV (Guide to Standard 

Variables). 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Image processing and spoofing verification are the two major levels. 

4.1 Images Processing  

There would be two data input sources: cameras (in the real world) and online virtual maps. 

To simulate the input of real cameras, we used an existing panoramic image dataset in the 

analysis. We create multiple modules in this layer to handle a series of panoramic photos. 

Each panorama image will be used to collect textual information. We created the image 

deblurring and Scene-OCR modules to retrieve precise textual information. 

 Deblurring of Images 

As we all know, motion causes images to blur, which reduces accuracy when performing 

OCR on them. As a result, we use the DeblurGAN to get more clear images for text 

recognition. 

4.2 Verification of Spoofing 
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Our decider module would have two inputs in this stage. The first is textual data from camera 

photos, and the second is textual data from the reference dataset. The decider module 

compares current textual information from the real world against textual information from the 

reference dataset to determine whether or not the car is under GPS spoofing attack. The 

decider module's internal mechanism is a binary clarification, with 0 indicating "non-

attacked" and 1 indicating "attacked." 

5. DISCUSSION AND RESULT 

5.1 Evaluation of performance 

 Ongoing Attack on the Driving Route 

The typical route length is roughly 1 kilometre. As a spoofing attack, we employ 100 routes 

in the Manhattan region as camera input and another 100 routes' GPS coordinates. To avoid 

the classifier learning only the difference between two places, we build the training dataset 

using the identical driving routes for both labels. On each road, there are 99 panoramic image 

places. A concatenated vector of the camera data vector and the reference data vector is 

derived at each position. Then we created a window with a 50-point length. Starting at the 

50th point, we create a data point that includes the current point as well as the preceding 49 

points. In this scenario, we generated 50 data points on each path by sliding the window. 

Google Street View (GSV) and Azure Map POI are two possibilities for reference data. Both 

of them are put to the test. 

 GSV (Guide to Standard Variables) 

The data at each location along the journey is 1548 bytes in size. As a result, each data point 

in the training dataset is 501548 bytes in size. In addition, each data point would have a label 

with a 0 or 1 indicating whether or not it had been attacked. There are a total of 10000 data 

points in the training data since there are 100 routes used to generate attacked and non-

attacked training data. To train the binary classifier in the decider, we feed the training 

dataset into the LSTM. The Pittsburgh dataset has 40 driving routes. We can collect 2000 

data points for testing in the same way that we got training data points. We acquire a test 

accuracy of 0.9385 using our trained model. When we utilise GSV as reference data, this 

suggests that our model has a promising performance for the broad assault approach. 

5.2 Attacks on the Driving Route in Parts 

We also control the assault frequency and test the performance of our system in this attack 

method, because attackers may employ smarter ways to spoof GPS signals. Along the driving 

routes, there are partial sites under the GPS spoofing attack. When we have different ratios of 

attacked sites in a route, from 10% to 100%, we test the ilarity performance of our system. 

These sites in a route are chosen at random and given erroneous location coordinates. Then, 

as a test dataset, we employ these paths to see if our system can still detect the GPS spoofing 
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assault. Even with very low attack frequency, as demonstrated in Figure 1, our system can 

still achieve promising performance for this spoofing attack technique when we use GSV as a 

reference. When there are approximately 20% attack spots in driving routes, the detection 

accuracy can still exceed 80%. Our system can also detect GPS spoofing attempts with 

approximately 98 percent accuracy if there are more than 50% attack spots in driving routes. 

 

 Figure 1: Detection accuracy versus ratio of attacked 

Unfortunately, when we use poi as a reference, our system performs poorly. It has just about 

50% detection accuracy for all ratios of attacked points in a route. After comparing the results 

of two reference datasets, we decided to employ textual information from real-time GSV due 

to its superior performance. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We want to foster a more effective and lightweight framework to recognize GPS caricaturing 

assaults in this article. From obtaining panoramic photos to monitoring GPS spoofing status, 

we evaluate the entire dataflow in the system. Existing approaches and countermeasures are 

either unsuitable for large-scale use or have a high level of uncertainty and inefficiency. For 

the first time, our system detects GPS spoofing attempts solely using textual information 

from the physical world and virtual maps. In this method, computing can be done at a very 

low cost in terms of both time and storage. Furthermore, the extraction of text features from 

panoramic photos in the real world is the most time-consuming computation in this system. 
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We expect that the system design and proposal will inspire practical techniques to secure 

large numbers of GPS users and autonomous devices that use GPS. When the ratio of 

attacked spots in a driving path is greater than 50%, we demonstrate that our system can 

achieve more than 98 percent detection accuracy. Our system has a promising performance 

for general spoofing attack techniques, demonstrating the capability of detecting spoofing 

attacks using textual information. 
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